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Letter I65 Robert and Darlene Boggeri 
July 24, 2020 

Response I65-1 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project. The comment expresses the opinion that the large 
building and parking lot do not belong in a neighborhood or next to a school. The comment suggests using the 
Schilling residence building but keeping it at a realistic size for the neighborhood. See response to comment I35-6, 
which addresses the land use and zoning designation on the proposed Project site and Alternative A site. The 
comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I65-2 
The comment notes that fires are a real threat in Tahoe and asks how the extra vehicles and people would evacuate 
with the one road in and out. The analysis of wildfire effects in the Draft EIR acknowledges that the proposed Project 
site and the Alternative A site are located within a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone (see pages 3-15 and 3-16 of 
the Draft EIR). The analysis concludes that implementation of the proposed Project or Alternative A would not 
exacerbate wildfire risks. The Draft EIR also analyzed potential impacts on emergency response and evacuation and 
concluded that the Project-generated traffic, including for special events, would be appropriate to the capacity of the 
facility and therefore would not generate traffic volumes that would physically interfere with implementation of an 
adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan (see page 3-12 of the Draft EIR). Also see response 
to comment I10-8, which addresses wildfire impacts, and response to comment I10-7, which addresses concerns 
about impacts on emergency response and evacuation. The comment does not provide specific evidence that vehicle 
trips generated by the Project would not be able to evacuate in the event of a wildfire and does not provide any 
specific evidence related to the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for 
consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I65-3 
The comment contends that Old Mill Road and Polaris Road are already very busy roads and that children walk to 
school along these roads, and locals walk on the roads, some with dogs, to get to the hiking trails. The comment 
concludes by expressing their opinion that the addition of more cars on the road would create a more dangerous 
situation. 

Please see Master Response 1: Transportation Safety. No further response is necessary. The comment is noted for 
consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I65-4 
The comment makes a general statement about the water that would be needed for the Project. The Draft EIR 
analyzes the increase in water demand associated with the proposed Project and Alternative A in Impact 3.11-1 
beginning on page 3.11-9 in Section 3.11, “Utilities,” of the Draft EIR. The analysis concludes that there is sufficient 
water supply to meet the needs of the proposed Project and Alternative A, although some water supply line 
improvements may be required if Alternative A is implemented. The comment does not provide any specific evidence 
related to the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the Draft EIR. 

Response I65-5 
The comment requests that TCPUD listen to the residents’ concerns and to not proceed with the Project. The 
comment expresses concern regarding an increase in traffic and fire dangers. The Draft EIR acknowledges that the 
Project would increase traffic volumes along roadways in the vicinity of the Project, but would not result in a 
significant impact related to traffic (see Impacts 3.5-1 and 3.5-2 on pages 3.5-19 through 3.5-22 in Section 3.5, 
“Transportation,” in the Draft EIR). See response to comment I10-8, which addresses concerns related to wildfire. The 
comment does not provide any specific evidence related to the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness of the Draft EIR. 
The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I66 Jackie Clark 
July 24, 2020 

Response I66-1 
The comment includes background about the letter author’s experience working at Tahoe XC and the challenges 
associated with the Existing Lodge. The comment expresses support for the Project. The comment is noted for 
consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I67 Meghan Robins 
July 24, 2020 

Response I67-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s author, summarizes benefits of the proposed 
Project, and expresses support for Site D for the proposed Project. The comment is noted for consideration by the 
TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I68 Greg Mihevc 
July 24, 2020 

Response I68-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter author’s experience with cross-country skiing, 
summarizes benefits of the proposed Project, and expresses support for the proposed Project. The comment is noted 
for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I69 Jennifer and Dan Stoll 
July 24, 2020 

Response I69-1 
The comment summarizes benefits of the proposed Project and expresses support for the proposed Project. The 
comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I70 Will Stelter 
July 24, 2020 

Response I70-1 
The comment expresses support for Site D for the proposed Project and for the analysis in the Draft EIR. The 
comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I71 Jeffery D. Harris 
July 24, 2020 

Response I71-1 
The comment provides an introduction to letter, stating the comments focus on cumulative impact, traffic, parking, 
and enforcement measures to preserve the quality of life and avoid significant impacts on residents of the Highlands 
neighborhood. The comment also expresses support for the Project. The comment is noted for consideration by the 
TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project.  

Response I71-2 
The comment suggests that the cumulative impact analysis of the Dollar Creek Crossing project should be discussed 
in a separate subheader in each of the resource topic sections of the Draft EIR.  

As stated on page 3-4 under the “Project List” header in Section 3.1.5, “Cumulative Setting:” 

Probable future projects considered in the cumulative analysis meet the criteria described above: they are in 
the proposed Project vicinity and have the possibility of interacting with the Project or Alternative A to 
generate a cumulative impact (Table 3.1-2 and Figure 3.1-1). This list of projects was considered in the 
development and analysis of the cumulative settings and impacts for most resource topics within the 
geographic scope of each resource topic (as listed in Table 3.1-1). 

As noted on page 3-3 in the Draft EIR regarding the geographic scope within which it would be feasible for the 
Project and a cumulative project to combine to result in a cumulative impact: 

The geographic area that could be affected by the Project varies depending on the environmental resource 
topic. When the effects of the Project are considered in combination with those of other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future projects to identify cumulative impacts, the specific projects considered may 
also vary depending on the type of environmental effects being assessed. 

Table 3.1-1 on page 3-4 of the Draft EIR describes the geographic scope of the analysis for each resource area. For 
example, the geographic scope of the analysis for air quality consists of the Tahoe region for regional air pollutants, 
and the Project vicinity for air pollutants with localized effects. 

The Draft EIR includes a list of the projects considered for purposes of assessing cumulative effects. This list appears 
in Table 3.1-2 on page 3-5. The table includes the proposed Dollar Creek Crossing project, which is identified as in 
preliminary planning stages. 

The Dollar Creek Crossing project is proposed to be located at the northeast corner of the intersection of SR 28 and 
Fabian Way. This site is located approximately 0.5 mile south of the Alternative A site, and approximately 1 mile 
southeast of the proposed Project site. As of preparation of this Final EIR, this cumulative project is still under 
development and options presented to the public have been revised throughout the public outreach process. Several 
development options are under consideration. At the time of preparation of the Draft EIR, the estimate of residential 
units was developed based on what would be allowable for the site under the Area Plan (up to an estimated 214 
residential units). As of January 2020, three options were presented with residential units ranging from 174 to 204 
residential units (Placer County 2020). These plans are preliminary. The environmental review process for this 
proposal has not commenced. To provide the current understanding of the Dollar Creek Crossing project and clarify 
the cumulative impacts between this project and the proposed Project, the description of the Dollar Creek Crossing 
project is updated below and in Chapter 2, “Revisions to the Draft EIR,” in this Final EIR. The clarification presents the 
range of potential residential units that are less than and not substantially different than initially identified in the 
description of this cumulative project; thus, the clarification does not alter the conclusions with respect to the 
significance of any environmental impact. 

The description of the Dollar Creek Crossing project in the third column of the ninth row in Table 3.1-2 on page 3-5 in 
the Draft EIR is revised as follows: 
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Placer County is in the preliminary planning stages with a developer for an affordable housing project at this 
site. Because of the nature of the project in its early planning stages, a preliminary estimate of the number of 
multi-family residential units that would be allowed for these parcels was calculated using the density limits 
in the Area Plan and the parcel area; it is estimated that the development could include up to 214 residential 
units that would primarily be multi-family units with a few single-family units. This estimated does not 
account for site constraints or other considerations that could ultimately reduce the number of residential 
units. Additionally, it is possible that, once submitted, the project application would propose a mix of multi-
family and single-family residential units and community spacecommercial. As of January 2020, the low end 
estimate of residential units is 174 and the upper limit estimate is 204. Two of the options propose access to 
the site from SR 28 and Fabian Way. One option proposes access to the site from SR 28, Fabian Way, and 
Village Road. At this time, it is assumed that vehicle access to the project site would be provided on Fabian 
Way and State Route (SR) 28. 

Additionally, to provide consistency throughout the Draft EIR, the description of the Dollar Creek Crossing project in 
Section 3.5, “Transportation,” is updated below and in Chapter 2, “Revisions to the Draft EIR,” in this Final EIR. The 
clarification presents the range of potential residential units that are not substantially different than initially identified 
in the description of this cumulative project; thus, the clarification does not alter the conclusions with respect to the 
significance of any environmental impact. 

The description of the Dollar Creek Crossing project in the third bullet starting on page 3.5-31 of the Draft EIR is 
revised as follows: 

 The potential Dollar Creek Crossing project is located in the northeast corner of the SR 28/Fabian Way 
intersection. As this project is in the early planning stages, the specific details regarding the proposed 
land uses and site access were not available at the time of completion of the traffic modeling. Thus, a 
preliminary estimate of 169 new multi-family residential units was assumed to be constructed, with 
50 percent of the vehicle trips to and from the site accessing the property via a driveway on SR 28 and 
the other 50 percent assumed to access the site via a potential new driveway on Fabian Way. Standard 
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) trip generation rates were used to estimate the trip generation 
for the 169 units. As of May 2019, the Dollar Creek Crossing project proponents indicated that the project 
could include up to 214 residential units, which would almost entirely be multi-family residential units 
and a few single-family residential units. As of January 2020, the low end estimate of residential units is 
174 and the upper limit estimate is 204. The difference between the modeled number of residential units 
and the most recent available greater numbers of residential units presented in May 2019 and January 
2020, is are not anticipated to result in a substantial change in the cumulative traffic analysis such that 
there would be a change in the impact conclusions discussed below.  

The cumulative impact analysis in each of the resource topic sections of the Draft EIR considered the potential 
cumulative impacts between the proposed Project and cumulative projects that would have impacts that could 
cumulatively combine with the proposed Project to result in a potentially significant cumulative impact. Whether such 
cumulative effects may occur depends on the resource area being discussed. The potential for cumulative impacts 
from the Dollar Creek Crossing to occur are specifically described in relation to traffic (see pages 3.5-31 and 3.5-32 of 
the Draft EIR), utilities (see pages 3.11-18 and 3.11-19), and energy use (see page 3.12-9). Traffic and utilities are the 
two areas in which the proposed Project and the Dollar Creek Crossing project have the potential to result in 
cumulative environmental effects. The Dollar Creek Crossing project will be required to undergo its own 
environmental review and will be required, if feasible, to minimize any potentially significant impacts to a less-than-
significant level.  

In response to the comment, to clarify the potential cumulative impacts that could occur from implementation of the 
Project and the Dollar Creek Crossing project, the cumulative analyses in Section 3.3, “Biological Resources;” 
Section 3.4, “Archaeological, Historical, and Tribal Cultural Resources;” Section 3.6, “Air Quality;” Section 3.7, 
“Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change;” Section 3.8, “Noise;” Section 3.9, “Geology, Soils, Land Capability, 
and Coverage;” and Section 3.10, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” are revised below and in Chapter 2, “Revisions to 
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the Draft EIR,” of this Final EIR. As described in the revisions below, these clarifications do not alter the conclusions 
with respect to the significance of any environmental impact. 

The following edits are made to the biological resources cumulative impact analysis on pages 3.3-26 and 3.3-27 in 
Section 3.3, “Biological Resources,” of the Draft EIR:  

The primary biological resource issues relevant to cumulative impacts, where the proposed Project or 
Alternative A have the potential to contribute to impacts generated by other projects, are effects related to 
special-status plant species (Impact 3.3-1), tree removal (Impact 3.3-2), invasive plant species (Impact 3.3-3), 
and wildlife movement (Impact 3.3-4). Past projects and activities have resulted in the decline of some native 
plant populations and rarity of some species, and the introduction and spread of various noxious weeds and 
other invasive plant species in the Project region, resulting in habitat degradation and other adverse effects 
on biological resources. The current presence and spread of noxious weeds and invasive species in the 
Project region, and the decline of some native plant populations and species, are considered significant 
cumulative impacts. The significance level of existing cumulative effects related to tree removal and wildlife 
movement generally in the Tahoe region is less clear. Existing and foreseeable future projects have the 
potential to continue these trends, although current policies, regulations, and programs currently minimize 
the potential for the further spread of noxious weeds and invasive species and loss of rare or special-status 
plants. For example, the Dollar Creek Crossing project is proposed on 11.5 acres of undeveloped land near 
the proposed Project and Alternative A sites. The proposed Dollar Creek Crossing project is located adjacent 
to residential development, neighborhood roads, and SR 28 and a portion of the site has been previously 
disturbed. However, the site may provide opportunities for wildlife movement and construction of the project 
could disturb wildlife movement in the area. While the Dollar Creek Crossing project may result in preserving 
60 percent of the site for open space, construction activities would still result in tree removal and have the 
potential to adversely affect special-status plant species and cause the spread of invasive plant species. 

Implementation of either the proposed Project or Alternative A would remove native trees and other 
vegetation, and could potentially cause disturbance or loss of special-status plants if they are present on the 
proposed Project site, establishment or spread of invasive plants, and disturbances to wildlife movement. 
However, natural vegetation types on the proposed Project and Alternative A sites (i.e., Sierran mixed conifer 
and perennial grassland) are fragmented and highly disturbed; and the quality of habitat for native species is 
limited by existing disturbances and degradation from residential, recreation, and commercial uses on and 
near either site; adjacent roads; and associated edge effects. As described in detail for Impacts 3.3-1, 3.3-2, 
3.3-3, and 3.3-4, direct or indirect effects on these biological resources as a result of the proposed Project or 
Alternative A would be relatively minor. Additionally, with implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.3-1, 
potential disturbances or loss of special-status plants would be avoided, minimized, or compensated for. 
With implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.3-3, invasive plant management practices would be 
implemented during Project construction and the inadvertent introduction and spread of invasive from 
Project construction would be prevented.  

The proposed Project or Alternative A, when combined with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
projects, including the Dollar Creek Crossing project, would not substantially affect the distribution, breeding 
productivity, population viability, or the regional population of any common or special-status species; or 
cause a change in species diversity locally or regionally. Additionally, Project implementation, would not 
threaten, regionally eliminate, or contribute to a substantial reduction in the distribution or abundance of any 
native habitat type in the Tahoe region. Therefore, the Project would not have a considerable contribution to 
any significant cumulative impact related to biological resources. 

The fifth paragraph on page 3.4-19 in Section 3.4, “Archaeological, Historical, and Tribal Cultural Resources,” is 
revised as follows: 

No known unique archaeological resources, TCRs, or human remains are located within the boundaries of 
the proposed Project site or Alternative A site; nonetheless, Project-related earth-disturbing activities could 
damage undiscovered archaeological resources, TCRs, or human remains. Like the proposed Project and 
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Alternative A and other projects listed in Table 3-1, ground-disturbing activities for the Dollar Creek Crossing 
project could result in discovery or damage of as-yet undiscovered archaeological resources or uncover or 
destroy previously unknown archaeological resources with ethnic or cultural values. The proposed Project or 
Alternative A, in combination with other development in the region, such as the Dollar Creek Crossing 
project, could contribute to ongoing substantial adverse changes in the significance of unique archaeological 
resources resulting from urban development and conversion of natural lands. Cumulative development could 
result in potentially significant archaeological resource impacts. 

A new paragraph is added after the first paragraph on page 3.6-19 in Section 3.6, “Air Quality,” of the Draft EIR as 
follows: 

The Dollar Creek Crossing project would result in development of up to an estimated 204 residential units that 
could result in greater construction and operational emissions than the proposed Project or Alternative A and 
could result in a potentially significant impact on regional air quality. However, the project would be required to 
reduce significant impacts to the extent feasible and would be required to pay the air quality mitigation fee 
required by TRPA Code Section 65.2, which would offset the project’s contribution to cumulative air quality 
impacts. Other cumulative projects in Table 3.1-2 would similarly be required to reduce potentially significant air 
quality impacts, which would reduce contributions to a cumulative air quality impact. 

The last paragraph on page 3.7-19 in Section 3.7, “Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change,” of the Draft EIR is 
revised as follows: 

As noted previously, climate change is global phenomenon and the result of cumulative emissions of 
greenhouse gases from emissions sources across the globe. Therefore, climate change impacts, including 
impacts from cumulative projects such as the Dollar Creek Crossing project, are inherently cumulative in 
nature and discussed above under Impact 3.7-1. 

The discussion of cumulative noise impacts on pages 3.8-21 and 3.8-22 in Section 3.8, “Noise,” of the Draft EIR is 
revised as follows:  

Construction Noise and Vibration Levels 
Impacts related to short-term pProject-related construction noise and vibration levels are localized in nature, 
based on audibility and distance to sensitive receptors. The proposed Project and Alternative A potential 
construction noise and vibration impacts are discussed in Impacts 3.8-1 and 3.8-2, above. The construction 
noise and vibration sources from construction of the proposed Project or Alternative A in conjunction with 
other cumulative projects, such as the Dollar Creek Crossing project located approximately 1 mile from the 
proposed Project site and 0.5 mile from the Alternative A site, would not accumulate to cause broader 
environmental impacts, so by their nature, cumulative impacts would not occur. Therefore, the contribution 
of construction noise and vibration from the proposed Project or Alternative A would not be cumulatively 
considerable. 

Operational Event Noise 
Noise generated by outdoor events and gatherings at the Schilling Lodge would primarily influence the 
immediate pProject vicinity, as noise levels would diminish at increasing distances from the source. Further, 
anticipated noise levels from the events would not exceed applicable standards, and therefore, noise levels at 
increasing distance from the proposed Project site and Alternative A site would be even lower, thus would not 
combine with other area sources. Further, events at the Schilling Lodge would be infrequent and temporary and 
would implement Mitigation Measure 3.8-3 that would require amplified noise at events to meet performance 
standards to ensure that noise levels would be below Placer County noise standards and reduce the impact to a 
less-than-significant level. Considering the anticipated low noise volumes described in Impact 3.8-3, above, and 
the temporary and infrequent nature of the events, noise would not combine with noise sources from 
cumulative projects, including the Dollar Creek Crossing project located approximately 1 mile from the 
proposed Project site and 0.5 mile from the Alternative A site, to result in substantial increases in noise. 
Therefore, the contribution from the proposed Project or Alternative A would not be cumulatively considerable. 
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Operational Traffic Noise 
Operation of the project would result in additional traffic on local roads associated with events taking 
place at the Schilling Lodge as described in Impact 3.8-4, above. In the future cumulative scenario, 
additional growth and development is anticipated associated with the cumulative projects in Table 3.1-2 
that would likely also result in additional traffic on local and regional roadways. However, traffic increases 
associated with the proposed Project and Alternative A are directly associated with the anticipated size of 
the events being held at the lodge, which would not change in the cumulative scenario. Visitation at the 
lodge is and would continue to be driven by the cross-country ski trails, use of the trails in the summer, 
special and other events at the lodge and would not be driven by the lodge itself. Thus, the traffic analysis 
assumes a conservative 10 percent increase in the daily visitation at the lodge over existing conditions. 
Additionally, for the proposed Project, there would be a minor change in travel routes for accessing the 
Schilling Lodge instead of the Existing Lodge, which would redistribute some of the vehicle trips in the 
Highlands neighborhood. Thus, similar to the pProject-level noise analysis for the proposed Project and 
Alternative A in Impact 3.8-4, pProject-generated traffic increases in the future cumulative scenario would 
not result in traffic noise that exceeds established local standards and would not be substantial such that 
when combined with cumulative projects such as the Dollar Creek Crossing project a significant cumulative 
impact would result. Therefore, the contribution from the proposed Project or Alternative A would not be 
cumulatively considerable. 

The second and third paragraphs on page 3.9-15 in Section 3.9, “Geology, Soils, Land Capability, and Coverage,” of 
the Draft EIR are revised as follows: 

The proposed Project, Alternative A, and many of the cumulative projects, including the Dollar Creek 
Crossing project, would create additional land coverage within the cumulative analysis area. However, all 
projects within the Tahoe Basin would be required to comply with TRPA land coverage regulations. In cases 
where excess coverage is permitted (such as within Town Centers or for linear public facilities, public health 
and safety facilities, or water quality control facilities), all coverage exceeding the base allowable would be 
purchased and transferred from within hydrologically connected areas or retired from sensitive lands. In 
addition, all land coverage within LCD 1b must be mitigated at a ratio of 1.5 acres of restoration for every 
1 acre of disturbance (TRPA Code Section 30.5.3).  

The proposed Project, Alternative A, and the cumulative projects, including the Dollar Creek Crossing project, 
would result in grading and excavation, and soil disturbances that could cause erosion. However, all 
construction projects in the Tahoe Region must meet requirements and regulations of the TRPA, Lahontan 
RWQCB, Placer County, and federal, other state, and local agencies. The TRPA Code restricts grading, 
excavation, and alteration of natural topography (TRPA Code Chapter 33). In addition, all construction 
projects located in California with greater than one acre of disturbance are required, by Lahontan RWQCB, to 
submit an NPDES permit which includes the preparation of a SWPPP that includes site-specific construction 
site monitoring and reporting. Project SWPPPs are required to describe the site, construction activities, 
proposed erosion and sediment controls, means of waste disposal, maintenance requirements for temporary 
BMPs, and management controls unrelated to stormwater. Temporary BMPs to prevent erosion and protect 
water quality would be required during all site development activities, must be consistent with TRPA 
requirements, and would be required to ensure that runoff quality meets or surpasses TRPA, state, and 
federal water quality objectives and discharge limits. The Dollar Creek Crossing project would be required to 
comply with the requirements and regulations of the agencies listed above, including TRPA land coverage 
regulations, and would be required to prepare and implement a SWPPP. Compliance with these regulations 
and implementation of BMPs as part of the SWPPP would reduce potential erosion and water quality impacts 
to a less-than-significant level and the project would not combine with other projects to result in a significant 
cumulative impact. 

The third full paragraph on page 3.10-16 in Section 3.10, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” of the Draft EIR is revised as 
follows: 
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The proposed Project, Alternative A, and the cumulative projects, including the Dollar Creek Crossing project, 
through construction-related disturbance and increases in land coverage, have the potential to increase the 
volume of stormwater runoff, thereby increasing the concentrations of fine sediment particles, nutrients, and 
other pollutants in the surface and groundwaters of the Lake Tahoe Basin. Improper use of fertilizers and 
snow storage in unprotected areas or in close proximity to SEZs can also introduce pollutants into surface 
and groundwaters. These potential effects are controlled through compliance with a suite of protective 
regulations. Any project exceeding one acre in size, which would include the Dollar Creek Crossing project, is 
required to develop a SWPPP that identifies water quality controls that are consistent with Lahontan RWQCB 
and TRPA regulations. The SWPPP must include construction site BMPs, a spill prevention plan, and daily 
inspection and maintenance of temporary BMPs, and post construction BMPs to protect water quality during 
the life of the Project. In addition, TRPA requires all projects to include permanent water quality BMPs that 
control sources of sediment and urban pollutants. Any project with a landscape or vegetation component 
must develop a fertilizer management plan and snow storage areas must be located away from SEZs and 
equipped with any necessary BMPs. Additionally, because retrofitting existing development with water quality 
BMPs has been difficult to enforce, water quality improvements are often seen through new development or 
redevelopment processes where these BMPs are required as a condition of permit approval. TRPA also 
requires that each project be designed to infiltrate the 20-year, 1-hour design storm event. In special 
circumstances where this is not feasible, the Project must provide documentation that its stormwater is fully 
infiltrated by an offsite facility (TRPA Code Section 60.4). Because of the strong protective water quality 
regulations within the Tahoe region, the potential effects of the proposed Project, Alternative A, and other 
cumulative projects, including the Dollar Creek Crossing project, would be reduced such that the proposed 
Project and Alternative A would not contribute to the existing adverse cumulative water quality condition. 

Response I71-3 
The comment states that to satisfy the Project objective to “[c]onstruct a new lodge that minimizes effects on the 
neighborhood,” the traffic impacts should consider the combined effects of the Project with the Dollar Creek Crossing 
project. The comment suggests that the traffic analyses should assume two separate scenarios; the first scenario 
assuming that the Dollar Creek Crossing has no traffic connections to Village Road or the Highlands neighborhood 
and the second scenario assuming a worst case scenario where the Dollar Crossing Project is connected to Village 
Drive or otherwise connected to the Highlands neighborhood, allowing the traffic impacts from both projects to 
combine into significant effects. The comment states that since Dollar Creek Crossing has not committed to a traffic 
and circulation plan, both scenarios (connection of Dollar Creek Crossing to the Highlands neighborhood and no 
connection between the two) are reasonably foreseeable and must be studied. 

Information concerning traffic generated by the proposed Dollar Creek Crossing project is provided in Section 3.5, 
“Transportation,” of the Draft EIR, and in the transportation study included as Appendix D to the Draft EIR. (See pages 
22 – 28 in Appendix D of the Draft EIR.)  

As detailed on page 3.5-32 under the “Cumulative Impacts” section in Section 3.5, “Transportation,” of the Draft EIR, 
the Dollar Creek Crossing project was included in the future cumulative background traffic volumes used in the 
cumulative transportation analysis. Additionally, as detailed on pages 3.5-31 and 3.5-32, because the Dollar Creek 
Crossing project is in the early planning stages specific details regarding the site access were not available at the time 
of completion of the traffic modeling; and thus, a preliminary estimate of 169 new multi-family residential units was 
assumed to be constructed, with 50 percent of the vehicle trips to and from the site accessing the property via a 
driveway on SR 28 and the other 50 percent assumed to access the site via a potential new driveway on Fabian Way, 
with no direct connection from the Dollar Creek Crossing project onto Village Drive.  

Fabian Way does provide access to the Highlands neighborhood, and as shown on pages 3.5-32 and 3.5-33 of the Draft 
EIR, Project roadway intersections were determined to operate at acceptable conditions under the cumulative scenario. 
Thus, it is unlikely that distribution of trips from the Dollar Creek Crossing project onto roadways in the Highlands 
neighborhood from a driveway onto Village Drive would decrease intersection LOS under the cumulative scenario such 
that the potential cumulative LOS impact would be substantially greater than the cumulative impact analysis in the Draft 
EIR that had only considered a driveway onto Fabian Way. Under the scenario considered in the Draft EIR that only 
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looked at a driveway onto Fabian Way from Dollar Creek Crossing, the portion of traffic generated by that project 
traveling to the schools at the end of Polaris Road could either travel on Fabian Way to Old Mill Road to Polaris Road or 
could travel from Fabian Way to Village Road to Polaris Road, much like what could occur with a driveway onto Village 
Drive. Analysis of a scenario that would include a driveway for Dollar Creek Crossing onto Village Road would therefore 
not likely substantially change the travel routes for vehicles going from the development to the schools at the end of 
Polaris Road such that there would be a significant cumulative impact on traffic in the Highlands neighborhood. 
Although additional conceptual plans for the Dollar Creek Crossing are now publicly available that show different access 
options, including one option showing a driveway onto Village Drive and an option showing driveway access onto 
Fabian Way and SR 28, it is still unknown which access would be used (Placer County 2020).  

The cumulative traffic analysis included in the LSC Transportation Study (Appendix D) analyzed the potential effects 
of the Dollar Creek Crossing project. This analysis assumed a 169 unit multi-family development with traffic using 
both a site driveway on Fabian Way between SR 28 and Village Road and a site driveway on SR 28 east of Fabian 
Way. To address this comment, two additional analyses were conducted. The first analyzed 169 units with 100 percent 
of access on a single driveway along Village Road north of Fabian Way, and the second analyzed 169 units with 
100 percent access on a single driveway along SR 28 east of Fabian Way. These analyses focus on the future summer 
with proposed Project conditions, as a review of Tables 5 and 6 of the LSC Transportation Study indicates that this is 
the project scenario that would result in the worst delays.  

The key study intersection that would be impacted by the change in access patterns is the SR 28/Fabian Way 
intersection. This is the case for both scenarios because even if all access were to be provided solely on Village Road, 
the faster travel times on SR 28 as compared to Fabian Way indicates that Dollar Creek Crossing drivers would 
continue to use Fabian Way to access SR 28 rather than using Old Mill Road. With all access to Dollar Creek Crossing 
provided via Village Road, LOS at the SR 28/Fabian Way intersection would be C (16.6 seconds of delay on the worst-
movement [southbound]). LOS at this intersection with all access directly onto SR 28 would be B (14.0 seconds of 
delay). As LOS under all access scenarios achieves the LOS standard, there is no potential for a significant impact on 
neighborhood access regardless of the access option assumed for the Dollar Creek Crossing (for up to 169 units). The 
difference between the modeled number of residential units and the most recent available greater numbers of 
residential units presented in May 2019 and January 2020, is are not anticipated to result in a substantial change in 
the cumulative traffic analysis such that there would be a change in these impact conclusions. 

For the reasons described above, the potential driveway alternatives associated with the Dollar Creek Crossing project 
would not alter the conclusions with respect to the significance of any environmental impact. The comment is noted 
for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I71-4 
The comment states that both suggested analyses discussed in comment I71-3 above, should take into consideration 
the greater use of Polaris Road compared to Old Mill Road. The comment describes their understanding of traffic 
patterns in the Highlands neighborhood throughout the year. The comment expresses the opinion that the Dollar 
Creek Crossing project would contribute new vehicle traffic in the neighborhood. The comment suggests that the 
traffic analysis should be supported by more recent traffic count studies. 

As indicated on page 3.5-1 of Section 3.5, “Transportation,” in the Draft EIR, traffic counts were conducted in 2015, 
2016, and 2018 to support the traffic analysis included in the Draft EIR. 

Please see Master Response 1: Transportation Safety regarding the traffic safety concerns noted in the comment. The 
comment does not provide any evidence to support the notion that new traffic counts would be substantially 
different from the traffic counts used for the purposes of the traffic operations analysis. Additionally, since winter 
counts were used as the basis for the traffic analysis, the impacts of school and other winter traffic are already 
included, and there have been no substantive changes in the surrounding area that would increase traffic volumes. 
Therefore, there is no need for new winter counts. Additionally, new winter counts would not be valid due to COVID-
19, particularly as the middle and high schools are not conducting in-person classes. No further response is necessary. 
The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Response I71-5 
The comment suggests that to minimize potential impacts on Highlands residents associated with potential overflow 
parking, the Project should continue the practice of imposing parking restrictions in the neighborhood.  

As described in response to comment O1-3, a detailed analysis of parking supply and demand is contained within 
Section 6, “Parking Analysis,” of the Transportation Analysis prepared by LSC included in Appendix D of the Draft EIR. 
Additionally, Impact 3.5-4 analyzed the potential for the Project to result in inadequate parking conditions (see pages 
3.5-24 through 3.5-27 of the Draft EIR). The parking area at the proposed Schilling Lodge would include a 100-space 
parking lot, which would provide 54 additional onsite parking spaces over existing conditions (see page 3.5-25 of the 
Draft EIR). The expanded supply of parking would reduce the potential for spillover effects in adjacent 
neighborhoods, including the Highlands neighborhood. Additionally, on peak days when parking demand exceeds 
the parking lot limit, visitors could be directed to park at the Existing Lodge. The impact summary for the proposed 
Project on page 3.5-27 concludes: 

Implementation of the proposed Project would result in the potential for a maximum of seven peak winter 
days during which residential street parking may need to be utilized. Additionally, residential overflow 
parking may be required on as many as nine additional days per year during which large special events or 
premier events would be held. However, provisions to minimize the use of residential parking, such as 
carpooling, would be incorporated into event planning and implemented. Given that overflow residential 
parking already occurs during large events at the Highlands Community Center, and that the existing parking 
lot cannot accommodate existing demand on peak skier days, which already total more than seven per year, 
implementation of the proposed Project would result in an improvement to existing conditions in the 
neighborhood as a whole, and therefore result in a beneficial impact related to parking. 

Furthermore, a maximum number of Large Special Events could occur at the Schilling Lodge (see pages 2-14 and 2-
15 in Chapter 2, “Description of the Proposed Project and Alternative Evaluated in Detail,” in the Draft EIR) and would 
be reviewed by the applicant for consistency with the Management Plan and attendance would be capped. TCPUD 
would also review event activity for compliance with the lease agreement. Parking would be managed for these 
events through a potential agreement with the school and carpooling incentives would be provided, as discussed 
under Impact 3.5-4 on page 3.5-25 of the Draft EIR (the text in the third full paragraph on page 3.5-25 is edited here 
to correct a grammatical error and is included in Chapter 2, “Revisions to the Draft EIR,” in this Final EIR): 

Tahoe XC is hosts to several large annual athletic events, which are generally limited to two or three per 
season and not more than seven per year. These events can draw an attendance of up to approximately 250 
people, including participants, organizers, volunteers, and spectators. In addition to these large athletic 
events, up to two premier events (e.g., the Great Ski Race) would occur at the site each year, which can draw 
an attendance of up to about 500 people. The premier events already occur at the Existing Lodge, and no 
new premiere events would occur as a result of Project implementation.  

Parking for both large and premier events would be within the Schilling Lodge parking lot and at the school 
under the specific agreement described above. Event planning for Tahoe XC must make provisions to avoid 
substantial overflow parking into the surrounding neighborhood. To this end, carpooling incentives would be 
incorporated into special event planning and operation and overflow parking on nearby residential streets 
would not occur during such events. 

For these reasons, the Project is not expected to result in significant environmental effects with respect to event 
parking. Accordingly, there is not a need to mitigate any potential parking impacts that may occur along the streets 
near the Schilling Lodge. However, it is possible that the kind of parking limitations proposed by the comment could 
be made a condition of permits required by Placer County or the future land lease or agreement with TCPUD. 
Whether to adopt such conditions would be a policy matter; such conditions would not be required to address 
potentially significant environmental effects. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the 
review of the merits of the Project. 
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Response I71-6 
The comment asserts that the Project should install curbs, sidewalks, and gutters in the vicinity of the proposed 
Schilling Lodge to ensure public safety during peak use periods. See response to comment A2-2, which addresses 
roadway improvements along the Project parcel frontage with Polaris Road or Country Club Drive that would be 
constructed consistent with the Placer County Design Standards and Guidelines. The comment is noted for 
consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I72 Stephanie Schwartz 

July 24, 2020 

Response I72-1 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project located next to the schools. The comment provides 
background for the letter author related to their experience cross-country skiing and using the trails near Tahoe XC. 
The comment asserts that relocating the lodge to the end of Polaris Road would create traffic problems. See Master 
Response 1: Transportation Safety, which addresses concerns related to traffic from the Project. The comment 
expresses support for Alternative A. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review 
of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I73 Linda Williams 
July 24, 2020 

Response I73-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s author, summarizes benefits of the proposed Project, 
and expresses support for the proposed Project. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during 
the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I74 Julie Barnett 
July 24, 2020 

Response I74-1 
The comment expresses opposition to the proposed Project located next to the schools. The comment provides 
background for the letter author related to their experience cross-country skiing and using the trails near Tahoe XC. 
The comment expresses support for Alternative A. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board 
during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I74-2 
The comment notes concerns regarding Project-related traffic and public safety on Polaris Road. Please see Master 
Response 1: Transportation Safety regarding the concerns noted in the comment related to congestion and traffic 
associated with implementation of the proposed Project. Additionally, Impacts 3.5-1 and 3.5-2 in Section 3.5, 
“Transportation,” of the Draft EIR analyze the potential effects of Project-generated traffic within the study area. This 
comment does not specific evidence that the traffic analysis in the Draft EIR is inadequate, inaccurate, or incomplete. 
The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 

Response I74-3 
The comment asserts that the proposed Project would locate the Lodge in the middle of untouched wilderness. Areas 
within the Tahoe Basin that are considered “Wilderness” are described in the Lake Tahoe Regional Plan as (TRPA 
2012:2-12): 

designated and defined by the U.S. Congress as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System. These 
lands offer outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive, unconfined recreation experiences, and they 
contain ecological, geological, and other features of scientific, educational, scenic and historic value. The 
wilderness designation is intended to protect and preserve such areas for present and future generations. 
These lands are managed to prevent the degradation of wilderness character. Natural ecological processes 
and functions are preserved, and restored where necessary. Permanent improvements and mechanized uses 
are prohibited. Wilderness District lands within the Tahoe Region include portions of the Desolation, Granite 
Chief and Mount Rose Wilderness Areas. 

Thus, the comment is incorrect that the proposed Project would be located on untouched wilderness. The proposed 
Project site is designated for recreation use (see response to comment I35-6), is located next to urban development 
(e.g., schools and residences), and the use of mechanized equipment occurs on this land (e.g., use of grooming 
equipment on the cross-country ski trails in winter). Also see response to comment I35-6, which addresses the land 
use and zoning designation on the proposed Project site and Alternative A site. 

Response I74-4 
The comment requests that TCPUD listen to the concerns of the people living in the community. The comment 
expresses support for renovating the Existing Lodge and working with the existing site. The comment is noted for 
consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the Project. 
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Letter I75 Alexandra Schilling Santos 
July 24, 2020 

Response I75-1 
The comment includes background information about the letter’s author as family of the original owners of the 
Schilling residence, expresses support for the proposed Project, and expresses support for the analysis and accuracy 
of the Draft EIR. The comment is noted for consideration by the TCPUD Board during the review of the merits of the 
Project. 
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